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Abstract
With advances made in various directions of regenerative medicine including the use of
stimuli-responsive materials, 4D biofabrication, inducible pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs),
control of stem cell fate using chemical and physical factors, minimal access delivery,
and information-communication technology, much can be done to achieve preciselycontrolled and customised regenerative therapy. In this short perspective, recent
advances are discussed, synthesised with focus on discussing recent report on the use of
mechanical stretching of nanoparticle-laden stem cells by using external magnetic field
towards defined cardiac line differentiation. Although, more tools are becoming
available to use, our capabilities are stronger, and range of applications is expanding,
there is much work that needs to be done before clinical applications can successfully be
achieved.
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Introduction
Tissue defects and organ failure need repair reconstruction of their structure and
reconstitution of function. It is often difficult to obtain enough tissue for transplantation.
The use of stem cells has revolutionised our approaches to engineer tissues, and stemcell based therapy promises to develop personalised medicine in future (1, 2).
Pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) whether embryonic (ESCs) or induced pluripotent (iPSCs)
stem cells are of great importance in developing tailored regenerative personalised
medicine. Attempts to control the fate of stem cells continue to be a challenge yet
appealing to investigate by using various chemical, physical or combinational cues.

Control of stem cell fate by mechanical cues
Magnetic particles were previously used for moving cells to their target destination. The
use of mechanical cues to control stem cell differentiation became recently more
attractive. Guiding stem cell differentiation by using mechanical stimuli solely, was
recently reported. External magnetic field was employed for pulling iron oxide
nanoparticle-laden stem cells to form embryoid body. This led to pushing stem cells
towards cardiac line differentiation by exerting mechanical stretching using opposing
magnetic fields (Figure 1). Du et al. (3) showed that magnetic nanoparticles internalized
by ESCs can efficiently be used to stretch and move cells into aggregates and form
embryoid bodies (EBs). The process can be achieved by using remotely-controlled
opposing magnetic attractors.

Du’s study
Du’s study develops an alternative new method for the formation of embryoid bodies
(EBs) which is better than the conventionally most commonly used one, i.e. hanging
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drop method which is time consuming involving multiple manipulations. Other classical
methods include the use of hydrogel biomaterial for encapsulation, or spontaneous
formation as suspension in culture. Compared to hanging drop method, the use of
magnetic field enables tight control over the size of EBs.

EBs were formed from 10,000 cells. After 1 h, stretching opposite field was applied.
Stretched status was maintained for the next 3 days. In addition, cyclic stimulation was
achieved by applying stretch for 2 h daily over the 3 days. Single-cell movement was
monitored by using cell membrane marker. Magnets were then removed, and spheroids
were let to mature until day 5 after which analysis was performed. EBs maintained their
engineered shape. The three processing conditions (magnet, stretching and cyclic
stimulation) were compared for their effect on differentiation gene expression
(characteristic of different embryonic layers).

Mechanical stimulation alone led to cardiac lineage differentiation. There was a
significant increase in the expression of 3 genes (Sox17, Gata4 and Gata6) which are
indicators of the following stage in the pathway towards cardiac differentiation. There
was also an increase in the expression of cardiac pathway gene (Nkx2.5) which was
enhanced under cyclic conditions. Genes associated with ectodermal and endodermal
differentiation were either down-regulated or lowly upregulated. There was also
overexpression of genes related to final cardiac lineage commitment at day 10, such as
for Tnnt2 and Myh-6. Which were higher with cyclic stimulation. Cyclic stimulation was
shown earlier to enhance cardiac differentiation and cardiomyocyte maturation (4, 5).
Similarly, in Du’s observation, cyclic stretching was associated with more expression of
cardiac markers such as (troponin T (Tnnt2), involved in cardiomyocyte contraction,
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and α myosin heavy chain (Myh6), involved in contraction and considered as a
maturation marker) as compared to magnet or stretch alone methods, mimicking
cardiac contraction.

Comment
Mechanical stimulation was exerted on single-cell level through magnetic means via
internalised nanoparticles. Subjecting each cell to magnetic force pulls cells with their
neighbours and cohesion builds up subsequently through cell-cell junctions which is
strong enough to keep EBs standalone. Potentially, this method can be used with other
types of cells which can assemble and develop cohesion through cell-cell junctions. Such
a smart strategy can thus help building scaffold-free 3D EBs in which ESCs
differentiation can be mechanically influenced without needing to introduce chemical
factors. Further studies and applications using other types of cells in regenerative
therapy are encouraged to make use of this achievement.

Regarding concerns with the elimination of magnetic nanoparticles, about half of the
nanoparticles have disappeared by seven days. Previous studies showed that they
undergo removal by possibly lysosomal degradation (6, 7).

Electromagnetic biomaterials
In earlier works, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles were used to bioassemble neural
stem cells into 3D structures as an alternative method of using artificial matrix. With the
help of external magnet, it was possible to levitate cells into aggregates at the surface of
the medium (8) (Figure 2).
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Magnetic nanoparticle-laden bone-marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs)
were used to generate cell spheroids in reproducible and size-controlled fashion by
using magnetic pins that were induced to generate concentrated magnetic field and
attract particle-laden cells towards them (9) (Figure 3).

The use of elctroconductive materials such as gold can also be used to help cardiac
tissue engineering, e.g. gold nanorods incorporated in a bioprinting hydrogel were used
for improving synchronisation of contraction of cardiac myocytes (10). This can
possibly be added in next stage to augment the function of engineered cardiac tissue.
One has to look into combinational approaches for the best outcome towards efficient
therapy that can be applied with success in treatment of conditions such as MI.

Other tools
With stimuli-responsive materials (11-13), more possibilities will open not only for
drug delivery but also for advanced regenerative medicine and for 4D constructs in
which form can change after implantation in response to internal or external stimuli.
Examples include the stimuli responsive shape memory-based mesh for delivery of
cardiac patch experimented for the treatment of myocardial infarction (14). Even gels
can be used as shape memory materials (15). Similarly, cell contraction may be used in
controlling material folding in cellular origami(16).

Application would include other types of cells which are sensitive to mechanical
stimulation such as osteogenic, chondral, myogenic, tendon, etc. It can also be provided
in tailored and graduated fashion in different cell types in engineering different types of
tissues, engineering, etc. Recent advances in microfluidic devices and the use of organ-
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on-a-chip can benefit from this achievement and develop the technology further for
studies of physiology, pathological models and drug testing and development.

Aided by microfluidic channels, it is possible to trap (17), capture-and-release (18),
divide (19), encapsulate (20-24) and use for bioprinting (21) laying basis for further
possibilities of genetic treatment and cell manipulation at the micro- and submicron
levels. The use of single cell encapsulation will enable more possibilities of control of
stem cells by inclusion of chemical factors and gradient building (25) in resulting cellbiomaterial construct. In a recent report, drug delivery to skin was externally controlled
by linking to mobile phone app. (26). These tools combined will make our capabilities in
future not only diversified, but exponentially advanced and application areas expanded.

Conclusions
Development of cell spheroids is important tool to deliver regenerative therapies.
Control of stem cell fate represents and advancing frontier and it was possible to
achieve by using mechanical cues solely. Microfluidic techniques allow combining
various factors and single cell encapsulation. Use of memory shape materials will help
cell delivery. Several mechanisms are thus possible today to exert mechanical and
chemical impact and may be combined to influence behaviour, function and fate of stem
cells towards new generation of 4D regenerative strategies.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Use of magnetic nanoparticles for control of cell organisation and
differentiation.
(A) Schematic illustration of magnetic stretching: i. Nanoparticles were incorporated
into embryonic stem cells (ESCs). ii. Embryonic body (EB) formation with the help of a
magnetic microtip, and iii. EBs magnetic stretching of EB.
(B) i. Monitoring of EBs magnetism over seven days following EB formation. Scale bar is
200 μm. ii. Illustration of use of magnet to move EBs, in which velocity of EB migration
towards magnet is determined by balancing the viscous drag force (FDRAG) and the
magnetic force (FMAG). Original figure was adapted from Nakanishi et al. (27) and
Willems et al. (28). Reproduced with kind permission from Du et al. (3).

Figure 2. Use of magnetic nanoparticles for cell aggregation and levitation.
(A) Three-dimensional (3D) cell culture with magnetic-based levitation illustration (top
row) and micrographs (bottom row) showing: i. Cell-containing hydrogel is incubated;
ii. Removal of non-interacting hydrogel fragments by washing; Nanoparticles enter cells
or are membrane-bound; iii. Cells rise to the surface of the medium by the effect of
externally-applied magnet; iv. Multicellular aggregates are formed, 12 h following
levitation. Scale bar (in the bottom row) is 30 μm. (B) Control of the shape of levitated
cells, with magnets having an outer radius of 12 mm (i–iii) or 6mm (iv–vi). Cells at the
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start of levitation (i, iv), 30h (ii, v) and at 30h but following magnet removal (iii, vi).
Reproduced with kind permission from Souza et al. (8).

Figure 3. Use of magnetic and gold nanoparticles/rods for cell assembly, guidance and
function.
(A) Creation of magnetic nanoparticle-laden bone-marrow derived mesenchymal stem
cell (BMSCs) spheroids, by using magnetic pins. Reproduced with kind permission from
Kim et al. (9). (B) Use of magnetic short fibers in a hydrogel that can be aligned using
external magnetic field, after which gel is crosslinked in situ and fibers are maintained
in their oriented position, in order to induce unidirectional growth of nerve cells.
Reproduced with permission from Omidinia-Anarkoli et al. (29, 30).
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